business-cycle frequencies. Another serious limitation of the atheoretical approach is that its conclusions must be limited to determining whether or not the time series come from a low-dimensional (aggregative) chaotic system. When resources in the economy are close to fully utilized, much of the fluctuations and disruptions may occur at the micro level and between sectors. In this context the underlying system may not be "low" dimensional, and it may also be contaminated by noise. Not surprisingly, therefore, many of the results that emerge from this empirical approach are either inconclusive or simply reject low-dimensional chaos.
Another (and maybe more fruitful) approach would be to bring back economic theory for purposes of empirically evaluating the plausibility of chaos and cycles. Maybe less-aggregative models of economic dynamics could be estimated or appropriately calibrated using microeconomic data. We could then directly check whether the estimated or calibrated parameters generate significant nonlinearities and fall within the theoretical range that would generate cycles and chaos. Of course, the theoretical characterization of high-dimensional systems generating chaotic dynamics is still not fully developed, and is difficult to apply. In the meantime, we may complement theoretical methods by simulating sensibly parametrized models to obtain some insight into their dynamics.
